TURKISH PART
Violets are purple roses are red
stop isolating people just learn respect them

Why isolate people,love them
Or recpect them.

It is wrong to hate people because of their color.
No matter which color you hate, it is unfair"
people can not be excluded because of their rank and differences,
People cannot be classified by considering skin color race language and religion
Because a person has no superority to another person

People are diffrent from each other and cannot be excluded for fifferences.
The difference for a happy and conscious society is wealth for you

“Imagine two notebooks!
One is beautifully bound;
The other has stains on it.
Which one do people choose?
The bound one!
Yes,nobody reads the book of which cover they don’t like
This may be a bir mistake;
Don’t judge a book by its cover;
Get it?”

People shoul't be tagged.Because everyone has a heart
and everyone is a candidate for respect.
"Did you open his heart and look?

What is black and white?
Tell me friend!!

The skin colors, religions, clothes, opinions,
People are deeper than labels and images!

Classifying people is a step taken to restrict thought and personal will
and this is the beginning of weakness.

No human being can be judged because of its religion, language, colar and race.
Because we are part of a whole.

Why are we labeling people?
People are not just religious language and racism.
We are the same people living in different geographies!

It is only selfish to judge a person according to their physical appearances.
he real humanity is to see the beauty in their hearts.

The thing that makes you human is not your color,language and religion;
but it is your inner beauty that makes you perfect human.

We should not make color distinctions, after all we are all brothers.
We must all respect each other.

We must live in unity and togetherness.
The distinctions should not distract us.

People are not different if you can see the facts.
We have different languages,colors and religions
but our hearts are the same,common and unique

Just don't seperate people each other and love them as they are.
As all human beigns we are the only one “let’s end together all together.”

Man is superior than all the labels
Labels are just labels

Why can't we be happy?
Cause we label people...

Avoid from labeling or categorizing
by accepting diveristy as richness

Some materials have a separator
black and white are just one color,not a human discriminator
Look at the way people look, not the way they feel.
One color on the outside, you see a lot on the inside.

Language, religion, color, woman-man does not matter
We are all people of the same planet

Imagine no possessions, I wonder if you can, no need for greed or hunger,
A brotherhood of man, imagine all the people, sharing all the world.

You shouldn't label people,
Because human is human.

People are different from each other in every sense.
Differences help us meet our needs.

People are deeper than the labels and images.
It does not matter to be black or white,who they are
Peoples is different but not by their skin color
Don't be prejudiced

No matter what the color of our eyes and our eyes are,
The color of our tears is the same

Skin colors may be different
But its human heart red
External appearance and thought are unimportant
We are all human, it is important

When will people stop judging?
When will they understand that everyone has feelings?

Different thought different race different color but a single common heritage

"There is no such thing as being good black or good white. There are good or bad
people."
we shouldn't separate people from each other and we shouldn't break unity and
solidarity.

Our unit is not superior to the other.
We are sisters and brothers...
Why don't you like people? İs it so hard to respect them?
We are all units, our unit for all of us.

Who is black , who is white?
Is not the color of our hearts important?

We become a society,
if we see people equally.

Disdain anybody!
The point is also small, but the sentence ends
We are the same
This world is fully ours.

